Beer in the Bag, Licensed 'n Legal

by M. Horvath

There are no more obstacles left between students and beer in the Bag, except time. The administration now has a license, in accordance with the law, and will allow beer at the Bag. As a result, the Bag is now the place to be for students looking for a bit of relaxation.

Mayor Daley for Mayor was an unexpected turn of events in the election. The Bag is now a lively place, with students enjoying the new relaxed atmosphere.

IT/IPC Operator Fired: A Story

by Sue Net

Little did August Drews, IT/IPC senior operator, know on February 27 that he was about to be questioned in the running of an unsecured test of the computer system. He was in reality laying the foundation for his present unemployment. After stopping a test run because of conflicting orders, Drews discovered blame from the situation and wrote a memo to his superiors telling them of the incident and requesting a review. He was then fired for his actions.

Drews, aware of himself as a competent worker, lobbied behind him a few suggestions for those remaining at IT/IPC.

1. Operations Manager should be completely in charge of staff.
2. Operators should not be harassed by those in systems.
3. A functioning chain of command and communication must be established.
4. Operators should be frank in discussing the problems.
5. There is a need for more training.
6. There is a need for more personnel.
7. Drews had told his superiors that he was incapable of coping with management decisions.
8. Drews believed that no one could take the place of an experienced computer operator.

The Bag has a beer license.

The University Board: New Power Here

by T. Nettle

The University Board has been granted a beer license, allowing students to enjoy beer at the Bag. The license was approved by the board, who felt it was long overdue.

In the past, there have been complaints about the lack of alcohol at the Bag. Now, with the new license, students can expect a more lively atmosphere. The Bag will be open for business, and students can look forward to a more enjoyable experience.

The Bag has a beer license.
Lectures and Conferences

Sang Lecture

Dr. Walter Trusat, an international authority on X-ray crystallography, and professor at the world renowned Weizmann Institute of Science in Israel, will conduct a public lecture series April 26-28, at Illinois Institute of Technology.

Dr. Trusat appears at IIT as the university’s 1975 Elzer and Philip D. Sang Exchange Lecturer. His appearance is sponsored by the Department of Chemistry at IIT’s College of Engineering and Physical Sciences.

Professor Trusat, an authority on the structure of proteins, received his M.D. degree in medicine in 1948 and his Ph.D. degree in crystallography from the University of Cambridge in England.

Lectures will be given in Wadsworth Auditorium, 3375 South Dearborn St., as follows April 26, 10 a.m., “Protein Folding and Interlocking,” and May 5, 11 a.m., “The Structure of Proteins.”

Power Conference

Social, environmental and economic problems facing the nation’s power industry will be highlighted at the 37th annual American Power Conference, April 21-23 at the Palmer House in Chicago.

Bee

Cont. from p. 1.

Beer

The current license permits the sale of beer in the Big only and not in the Commons. And as yet there are no plans to obtain a license for the sale of bottled beer in the campus store. This is too bad, but for sure, the advent of beer in the Big can only help to provide more of a “University Atmosphere” here, an atmosphere that has been sought after for many years.

With dynamic NEXUS!

HUB BALLROOM

7:00pm, FRI, APRIL 18

FREE BEER

UNBOTTLED

MUNCHIES

$200 per person // $300 per couple

* for people who don’t like mixers
Beltemacchi Drops from DOS Race

The list of candidates being considered by the Committee to succeed the current slate of students was further reduced today by Peter Beltemacchi, Associate Professor of City and Regional Planning. Beltemacchi was considered a candidate for the DOS slate but withdrew his name from consideration.

Search for Excellence Begun

The Screening Committee for the Excellence in Teaching Award has begun accepting recommendations for the award. The Committee met on April 3 and April 14 to review the names of the nominees for the award.

The Selection Committee consists of: President, Dean of Students, Dean of Faculty, and the Faculty Senate. The Screening Committee reviews nominations and conducts a sampling of reviews from various sources. The selection process is conducted in a way that ensures the confidentiality of the names of the nominees.

The Screening Committee will consider the following criteria:

1. Architecture, Planning, Institute of Design
2. Science (Biology, Chemistry, Physics, Mathematics)
3. Engineering
4. Social Sciences, Humanities, Law

The Screening Committee will meet at 16 and 28 in the HUB next Tuesday.

Theater III Meets

Theater III meets continue next week, preparing for the spring show. The current slate of students will be evaluated and new members will be chosen.

SH: Bob Garstar

galactic superhero!
Beer in the Bog

A FABLE

So let it be written, so let it be done. Beer in the Bog is here. The local joke, hip-and-tuck with parking lots in the IIT cavalcade of stars of aspiring engineers here, has finally come to pass.

Carried on through courage and consistency, the cause inspired bright-faced young engineers to devote their talents toward its attainment. From committee to committee, the battle was fought. Year after year, a gallant few raised the burning cry, “Beer in the Bog!”

Others preferred to go underground. Consumption of the contraband beverages was a clandestine affair. Dorms and fraternities alike lived in fear of “a bust.” But there were those who stood alone and ate in the open, determined to prove that the system was fair. That any man could be President. That the Boise could win the Series. That there could be Beer in the Bog.

And so they stood, alone against the Empire. Battered by administrative and municipal skirmishes, they rose up to try to bring down the weight of IIT’s good name, burdening their conscience, they pressed on. Oh, what a glorious struggle!

And then he came. Like a cool breeze on a summer night. He drifted across the plains from the south. The cause had been saved, the loyal had held out. The forbidden word, “alcohol,” whispered with such halitosis distant to the dynastic past, was brought out of the Chem labs and into thirty-two ounce mugs. At first it came slowly. Just a little bit at a time. Like spouts from a garden hose, he experimented with the golden nectar. Could they handle it? Could they be trusted?

The administrative world watched with ill-concealed nausea. With the first silver kegs were ominously rolled in. The Cause had been carried through nearly to completion. The skeptics chattered uneasily. The hopeful held breath. The kegs were tapped and the beer was passed out. People began conversing. Even drinking. They liked it. All the affairs went marvelously. Plans were made for more. More beer, more, more. Alcohol. Could IIT’s sober image take all this?

But there, there. Municipal powers are appeased and a license is granted. The loyal rejoice! The veterans weep while the newly-arisen stars wide-eyed. It was done. Beer in the Bog had arrived.

They are gone now, the veterans. Off to law school, off to the Big Sky country, to MBA’s, to better things. But it is done now, they walk the streets with pride, the cry of “Beer in the Bog!” setting up food and noble memories deep within their hearts.

Dear Jim:

In reference to your fine “Viewpoint” article, of April 11, 1975, I would like to make an appropriate response.

Our department has attempted and will always attempt to be responsive to the needs of our students. For that reason, three years ago I made the proposal to the IFC that one of our regular, full-time staff co-ordinates Fraternity affairs in order to bring what had been a program subject to constant change, discipline problems, and a hard ship task to the student IFC sports chairman and, into the proper perspective. At that time the IFC insisted that the fraternities retain their own identity with the principal point in mind that a certain IFC trophy is awarded for over-all championships and activities.

I am somewhat charmed that you did not see fit to research the facts in regard to the following points which you made in your article:

1) The rule set down in reference to participation denotes a misinterpretation on your part. We stated that if a fraternity member or members participated on teams in both leagues or if they would be ineligible to compete in the All School Championships. (IIFC winners). The main purpose of this ruling was to make the All School event a meaningful competitive experience for our participants. Our IFC Director, Mr. Swanson, informs me that IIFC students do compete in all of our events—individually and as teams (i.e., the Mule Brunos from your own Fraternity).

2) Mr. Klein, working with the IFC sports manager, had for two years set definite dates for your various sports endeavors—specifically, this scheduling worked well for all events were run off and completed on time. Time, timing equipment, whistles, flags, field markers, hip pads, score boards, etc., were all on hand for your participants to check out at Keating Hall. Two nights a week (Tuesdays and Thursdays) were set aside for IF basketball and Volleyball. A night was reserved for IFC Swim Meet. This year IFC sports activities, organizational wise, got off to a poor start due to lack of response on the part of the IFC Sports Chairman. Repeated attempts by Coach Klein to solicit information from the Chairman were to no avail. I wrote a personal letter to the IFC President in October asking for an opportunity to meet with him and the council to discuss mutual problems and concerns I did not receive the courtesy of an answer.

In this reference I had, in March, mentioned my concerns regarding IF sports to the Director of Campus Life, Mr. Brown, and stated a number of things.

(3) IFC students are not part of the IIFC picture, they have their own basketball program (completely funded by IFC) which operates on Monday evenings and Saturday, on Sunday afternoons during April and May.

In an attempt to encourage understanding and communication amongst students, faculty, and staff, we have promoted various designated “Open” tournaments in P-pub, global, Tennis, and Handball. Few of our staff or faculty contest in the team sports that we feel this is not legitimate concern on your part; even if the reverse were true that we would be heartily in favor of their participation.

I do appreciate your interest and concern, and I am happy that you have been so active in extracurricular activities at IIT. You take an “AI” interest but an “IIC” for not researching your material further in regard to the Viewpoint article of April 11, 1975.

Sincerely yours,

Ed. W. Glancy
Director of Athletics
Garlen Dale Wesson Chem Eng. 83
"I think it would draw more people here, and more people would mean more activity, so we would then have more of a campus than an institution."

Sam Haarts LAMA 82
"I'd like to see it happen, but it is unrealistic."

10%-25% Off During Our Calculator Sale

You've been wanting a calculator.
Now's the time to buy one, while we're having a sale on selected models.
10%-25% off regular price. Come talk to our calculators. They'll talk savings.

IIT BOOKSTORE
3200 S. Wabash
The Reincarnation of Peter Proud

Baseball

From p. 1

I don't want to come back here at night. What type of function did UB originally serve? Nowak. Originally the stadium was the site of the CCC's and the staff and student body, and the school activities. They found that this would be quite a job for a BB season. Las Vegas and the rest of the stadium was formed as a result of the functions. Currently UB has many more sophisticated and larger purpose functions that involve the University. This has been a notable change in the approach of UB. The student participation has greatly increased in many events. To what does this attribute this? Nowak. Nowak, Nowak, Nowak, Nowak, Nowak.

CB Appointments

Communications Board is accepting applications for the following positions for the 1975-76 school year:

- Technology News—Editor-in-Chief (Fall semester only), business manager
- WIT—Student Editor, business manager
- Integrity—Editor, business manager
- Student Directory—Editor, business manager

Anyone interested in any of these positions should contact the Communications Board representative, Jim Phillips at x 569, or Alan Berrow at x 847 9239.

“Library Services”

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, INC.
409 S. DEARBORN ST.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60605

11 A.M. - 5 P.M. MON-FRI

NOW PLAYING
at These Selected Theatres

NOW PLAYING
by Appointment

TEP's

Tax Exemption Phi made rigorous showing during the two days of IFC's Great Vowel to capture first place. The points they earned during the week proved sufficient to set them on top at last year's champions Sigma Phi Epsilon.

IFC to Work

An all-quad mixer, all-key events, and the alumni reunion were discussed at last week's IFC meeting.

IFC will present “Carnival” for the quad and their dates on Saturday, October 25 at St. James. On the green, the fraternities and the sororities will be providing a variety of refreshments and in the housing on the quad, the fraternities will be holding a special event which will see alumni as IFA chairmen.

Campus News

New MSU Chapter

Men and Women to Share Hair Styling

Men and women will be sharing hair styling duties at the MSU chapter.

By Appointment

UAVA

DESCRIPTION: UAVA will be the encore to events as Berkey's will pop into his hat and is attached to a guitar. He also sings If... anyone I see at 7:00 am Thursday. For further information, call (x 581)
TEP’s Take Greek Week

by Dryden T. Deit

Tau Epsilon Phi made a vigorous showing during the last two days of IFC’s Greek Week to capture first place. The 100 points they earned during the week proved sufficient to edge out runner-up and last year’s champion Sigma Phi Epsilon. The Sig Eps went into last Thursday’s events leading the pack with a score of 49 points. The Teps followed with 60, but they outscored the Sig Eps 40 to 28 on Thursday and Friday to take the lead as the events ended Friday evening.

The third place winners, Phi Kappa Sigma, were far behind with 50 points which was just enough to overtake fourth placed Delta Tau Delta (49 points).

Thursday saw the Phi Kappa Sigma relay, followed by the Teps and Delta. Later that day the Teps painted a win in the caged pig style, leading the Sig Eps and Phi Kappa Sigma.

Thursday evening was capped off with the farandole Greek Week Beer Bust and Chang held in the H.U.D.’s ballroom. The boys were always too long (only one taper) but everyone seemed to be enjoying themselves nonetheless. The Beer Chang was the highlight of the night with the Delta barely edging out the Sig Eps for first by a fraction of a second. Teps followed with third.

Friday night came with the Teps taking the relay followed by the Phi Kapps (2nd) and Theta Xi (4th).

The week’s contests were closed out with the Friday evening pie cut. Sig Eps showed their way to first place with the Phi Kapps placing second and the Teps leading the way to third place and the Greek Week championship.

IFC to Wheel Alums

An all-graduate officer election, and the alumni reunion, were discussed at last Monday’s IFC meeting.

ITV will present “Cinema” in the yard and their date on April 19th. At the meeting, the previous weekend’s bad weather forced the officers to prepare for the worst of the semester. Elections will be held at the following meeting.

In other business, the IFC representative to AFS reported that the committee considering limiting the fraternity to second semester rush had rejected the proposal. It also made recommendations for changes in the domino contract system.

Campus Barber Shop

Now Featuring

MS. LYNN

Men and Ladies Hair Cuts
Hair Stylist—Razor Cuts

Commons Building

By Appointment

Ext. 351

Safety Rails Installed

You may have noticed the new multi-colored safety rails on the steps of some of the buildings. Students and faculty over the last few weeks. The railings were added as a safety feature on the advice of the Campus Safety Committee. The installation of these railings brings the Institute into compliance with the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970. The Act states in part, that safety railings must be installed on all stairways which have a span of six or more feet. The railings were supplied and installed by the Department of Buildings and Grounds.

Society of Physics Students Picnic

Everybody loves a picnic! The Society of Physics Students is sponsoring its annual picnic on Saturday, April 22, at Sun Down Meadow (Gibson’s) in the southeastern Forest Preserve area. The picnic will begin at 11 am. Plenty of activities, food, and drinks will be available. Admission – $1 for students and children; $1 for adults, payable in advance to the Physics Office. For more information, or to arrange transportation, contact the Physics Department. Everyone is invited to attend.

The SPS will hold its last meeting of the school year on Tuesday, April 18. The meeting will start at 4 pm in the driver’s meeting room. For further information, contact the Physics Student President.

Safety rails were installed on all stairways which have a span of 6 feet or greater. The railings were installed by the Department of Buildings and Grounds, led by Hank Wuscher. The railings were installed to provide a safe and secure environment for all students and faculty. The railings were chosen to complement the existing campus architecture and were installed in a way that is both functional and aesthetically pleasing.

Jazz Lab Here to Hold Concert

Wednesday, April 26, at the IIT. Jazz Lab presents Band D and B, performing jazz bands plus an original arrangement by Doug Keith entitled “Sun Mesa High.” The concert is at the Hub Auditorium and it’s free. Be sure to put Wednesday, April 26th on your calendar for 7:30 pm.

announcements

53-07-04-53-61

This sight has brightened up the scene for IITC men facing an inspection. The security forces should be relieved of most of their duties from now on. It’s a win-win situation for all involved.

WANTED

UB SOCIAL DIRECTOR

DESCRIPTION: Person willing to put in long hours on planning such events as Beer Blasts. Creative things which pop into his head. Must be imaginative and enthusiastic. Currently affiliated with a gang of notorious cohorts known as "The Committee." If you think you are the one, come to the Hub Mezz at 7:00 pm Tuesday, April 3.

For further info, contact Mark Novak (x1375) or Mark Zielke (x518).
Captain Crunch

By Ahmed Tankatvala

No, I’m not referring to a cereal, but Wally Smanski III, H.T.’s baseball captain. He is without question the most honest player on the Scarlet Hawks’ baseball team. The squad went 27-19 last year, finishing third in Eastern. Wally was the second baseman and captain of the Scarlet Hawks baseball team. His leadership and dedication to the team were evident throughout the season.

Wally began his college career out west when he played for the University of Technology as a freshman. Prior to his sophomore year, Wally transferred to L.I.T., where he became a catcher and part time pitcher and first baseman.

Last year in 31 games, Smanski, at 199 and 175 pounds, had an excellent year. He led the Scarlet Hawks with 102 put outs and compiled a fielding percentage of .958. He walked on for the conference at the plate. He hit .320 on the year with two home runs and a team leading 21 runs batted in. In conference, Wally became even more amazing. He batted leadoff average.

This year Smanski leads the young Scarlet Hawks onto the field. His hitting and defense are certainly the key to the team’s second place finish.

Weather Can’t Brighten Baseball

By Don Cred

Opening weekend proved to be a somewhat less spectacular one for the Scarlet Hawks baseball team. The team went 2-2 during the opening series. There were two home games against two tough opponents: George Williams College and New York University. The Scarlet Hawks walked away with a win over George Williams College, but lost to New York University.

Weather conditions were no more favorable for Friday’s game against George Williams College. Pitching for ITT was freshman Kevin Kiszko who had a great game. He struck out five batters while walking only four. The game was very close for the first eight innings. George Williams College scored four runs in the ninth inning which allowed the Scarlet Hawks to win the game.

On Saturday, the Scarlet Hawks went to play against New York University. The Scarlet Hawks had a tough time scoring runs against the strong pitching of New York University. The Scarlet Hawks were outscored in the fifth inning, but managed to tie the score in the sixth inning with a two-run home run by Wally Smanski and Terry Majerski.

Hockey Hype

Bernie the Basque

WHA: This league only three years old and still in severe danger of nonexistence, is not yet the heart’s ease of consistency. After the way the Cougars finished last year, making the finals, most fans thought first place was a forger conclusion—the league was being split into three divisions, and all the majors really had to worry about was New England. Oh yes, major days Everson was added to an already solid squad. So what happens? The Cougars bought themselves away from the Kans, lost five games to the Leafs, and are now fighting for survival.

The Cougars, however, they do have a couple of bright spots on the team, such as the inimitable Bernie the Basque. Each time a player scores a goal, Bernie the Basque jumps onto the ice and starts skating around the rink. Everyone loves him, and he is a great motivator for the team.
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